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The monolayer halides CrX3 (X ¼ Cl, Br, I) attract significant attention for realizing 2D magnets with
genuine long-range order (LRO), challenging the Mermin-Wagner theorem. Here, we show that monolayer
CrCl3 has the unique benefit of exhibiting tunable magnetic anisotropy upon applying a compressive strain.
This opens the possibility to use CrCl3 for producing and studying both ferromagnetic and antiferro-
magnetic 2D Ising-type LRO as well as the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) regime of 2D
magnetism with quasi-LRO. Using state-of-the-art density functional theory, we explain how realistic
compressive strain could be used to tune the monolayer’s magnetic properties so that it could exhibit any of
these phases. Building on large-scale quantum Monte Carlo simulations, we compute the phase diagram of
strained CrCl3, as well as the magnon spectrum with spin-wave theory. Our results highlight the eminent
suitability of monolayer CrCl3 to achieve very high BKT transition temperatures, around 50 K, due to their
singular dependence on the weak easy-plane anisotropy of the material.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.127.037204

Introduction.—Two-dimensional (2D) systems are of
unique importance to many-body quantum mechanics, as
attested, e.g., by superconductivity in the cuprates [1] and
at the LAO/STO interface [2], as well as graphene mono-
layers [3]. Part of this importance stems from the Mermin-
Wagner (MW) theorem [4,5], which precludes any long-
range order (LRO) arising from the spontaneous breaking
of a continuous symmetry in two dimensions, but leaves
room for a topological transition at finite temperature,
named after Berezinskii [6], Kosterlitz, and Thouless [7,8]
(BKT), e.g., in superfluid thin films [9] or 2D easy-plane
(EP) magnets. Conversely, for easy-axis (EA) magnets,
LRO due to the breaking of a discrete symmetry (e.g., Z2

for Ising systems) can occur at finite temperature. Such 2D
magnets are at the forefront of both experiment and theory,
not only for these fundamental reasons, but also for
applications, ranging from spintronics [10,11] to both
classical [12] and quantum information [11]. Based on
the precise demands, materials in different universality
classes of magnetic order may be desired, each of which
may face specific fundamental challenges to be realized in
two dimensions. Recently, genuine magnetic LRO has been
observed in chromium halides CrX3 (X ¼ Cl, Br, I), which
show local magnetic moments of spin greater than 1=2, in
the few—and monolayer regimes [13,14]. These results had
substantial impact and induced much follow-up work in
many other atomically thin van der Waals materials and
their heterostructures [15,16].
First-principles density-functional theory (DFT) calcu-

lations show, and experiment confirms, that the insulating

CrX3 realizes highly localized magnetic moments close to
3μB [17,18], corresponding to an ideal S ¼ 3=2 system,
with short-range, Heisenberg-like superexchange cou-
plings, as well as local EA magnetic anisotropy. The latter
allows CrX3 to overcome the MW theorem and to establish
2D magnetic LRO [19,20]. These traits imbue CrX3 with a
major advantage compared to gapless itinerant magnets
[21]. It is then CrCl3 specifically that has unique potential
for realizing magnetic universality classes beyond those
with LRO, as it shows only a small EA anisotropy due to its
lighter ligand, making it the most amenable to sign change
by external manipulation, and thus realizing an EP
anisotropy instead [17]. DFT study further predicts that
the anisotropy of the exchange in CrCl3 is sufficiently
suppressed [22]. In contrast, bulk and monolayers of CrBr3
and CrI3 are predicted to show strong EA anisotropy (both
single-ion and intersite) for which achieving sign change
would be unrealistic. This strong anisotropy arises from the
spin-orbit coupling emerging from the heavier ligands
[23,24], and CrI3 further also displays strongly anisotropic
exchange (possibly stemming from Kitaev interactions)
[25,26].
Thus the opportunity to turn EA into EP anisotropy in

CrCl3 via compressive strain raises the possibility of tuning
a material across strikingly different universality classes,
with remarkable critical properties. Of greatest interest in
this respect is the BKT regime, marked by the appearance
of topological vortex excitations. Below a critical temper-
ature the BKT regime exhibits quasi-LRO, i.e., with critical
algebraic correlations. But while the realization of the
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quasi-LRO regime was first proposed for magnetic systems
[7], it has been surprisingly difficult to detect in such. In the
various layered bulk magnets in which it is sought at low
temperatures, there is invariably a temperature scale below
which the weak coupling between the 2D layers gives rise
to an effective 3D regime [27,28] with its attendant
magnetic LRO, obscuring the sought-after BKT physics
[29,30].
In this Letter, we propose that, among the monolayer

halides, CrCl3 provides unique advantages for tuning
material properties using, e.g., externally applied pressure
such that both 2D Ising ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferro-
magnetic (AFM) states with LRO as well as the sought-
after BKT universality class could be observed, all in the
same material. This ability is based on monolayer CrCl3
realizing a 2D spin-3=2 Heisenberg-like Hamiltonian with
local anisotropy on a honeycomb lattice with high fidelity,
where both nearest-neighbor superexchange coupling and
magnetic anisotropy are susceptible to tuning of both their
magnitude and sign due to strain ε caused by realistic
external pressure. Most pertinently, this in turn yields a
BKT transition that is predicted to occur at much higher
temperatures than true LRO in the layered bulk material
[31], found to be around 17 K at zero strain [32], see
Fig. 1(d). We further calculate the spin-excitation spectra of
the material in the various strain regimes using the spin-
wave approximation.
DFT of the monolayer and the effect of strain.—The

general crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3 is depicted in
Fig. 1(a). Within our DFT approach, we first obtain the
equilibrium structure of the crystal. Then, we strain the
lattice while allowing Cl atoms to adjust their positions in
order to minimize the energy cost of the lattice deformation
at each chosen value of strain ε. For every structure
generated, we compute the total energy difference between
FM and AFM states. This allows us to extract the effective
value of the nearest-neighbour exchange coupling Jε by
mapping the energy difference onto Hamiltonian:

Ĥ ¼ Jε
X
hr;r0i

Ŝr · Ŝr0 þ Kε

X
r

ðŜzrÞ2; ð1Þ

where Ŝr ¼ ðŜxr ; Ŝyr ; ŜzrÞ are the standard S ¼ 3=2 spin-
operators positioned on the vertices of a 2D honeycomb
lattice. The sum hr; r0i restricts the magnetic exchange to
nearest-neighbor spins. We perform fully relativistic cal-
culations in order to compute the magnetic anisotropy Kε,
calculating the total energy difference between in-plane and
out-of-plane orientations of the magnetization; for details,
see the Supplemental Material [33]. Our approach is in line
with previous work studying the magnetic properties of
CrX3 [23,25,51–56], which we note to yield critical
temperatures in excellent agreement with experiment
(see, e.g., Ref. [32]). Our own DFT treatment results in
a nearest-neighbour distance for the Cr atoms of 3.424 Å at

ε ¼ 0%, thus matching the measured bulk value of 3.44 Å
[57,58], signifying the accuracy of our approach.
We present our results for the Hamiltonian parameters Jε

and Kε as a function of material strain ε in Figs. 1(b) and
1(c). It shows the FM configuration to be energetically

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of monolayer CrCl3. The Cr and Cl
atoms are represented in blue and orange, respectively. TheA and
B sublattices of Cr is indicated. Dashed lines denote the unit cell
with basic vectors δ1 ¼ aεð0; 1Þ, δ2 ¼ aεð

ffiffiffi
3

p
=2;−1=2Þ,

δ3 ¼ aεð−
ffiffiffi
3

p
=2;−1=2Þ, with strain-dependent lattice constant

aε. (b)–(c) Magnetic nearest-neighbor superexchange J and
anisotropy K of Hamiltonian (1), respectively, computed via
DFT as a function of monolayer strain ε. (d) Finite-temperature
phase diagram of the monolayer CrCl3 versus strain ε, obtained
by QMC simulations for the S ¼ 3=2 model of Eq. (1) on the 2D
honeycomb lattice. Strain drives the monolayer into three differ-
ent finite-temperature magnetic phases: BKT quasi-LRO phase
for ε ≲ −2.4%, AFM Ising for −2.4%≲ ε ≲ −1.2%, and FM
Ising for ε ≳ −1.2%. At zero temperature, the BKT quasi-LRO
turns into genuine XY LRO, separated from the AFM Ising order
by an isotropic Heisenberg point displaying Néel order (where Kε

vanishes). The AFM and FM Ising phases are separated by a
trivial paramagnetic point (where Jε vanishes). The colored lines
are fits to the form of Eq. (2).
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favored at zero strain, in line with bulk CrCl3, and the
magnetic anisotropy to be of EA type and pointing out of
plane, opposite to what is known for the bulk [17]. This
change in the monolayer limit has been obtained in prior
DFT-based studies however [51,59–61]. As compressive
strain is applied to the monolayer, two key features of
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) stand out: the sign change of Jε at ε ¼
−1.2% from FM at AFM coupling, and ofKε at ε ¼ −2.4%
from EA to EP anisotropy as strain increases. These results
validate our initial hypothesis that the much weaker
magnetic anisotropy of monolayer CrCl3 compared to
CrI3 and CrBr3 offers an ideal platform to modify the
Hamiltonian symmetry and thus explore Ising-type 2D
magnetism of both the FM and AFM variant (for Kε < 0),
as well as the BKT regime (for Kε > 0), as the strains
necessary are readily available in the lab; a strain of, e.g.,
−4% corresponds to pressure of 0.7 GPa.
While a different choice of DFT exchange-correlation

functional predicts a differentKε [51], we note that our own
choice, also used in, e.g., Ref. [22], yields a better match to
the experimentally found lattice constant, Cr-Cl distance
and Cr-Cl-Cr bond angle at ε ¼ 0%, as well as yielding
qualitatively the same phase diagram [33].
Our analysis reveals the source of the sign change in Jε

as a subtle shift in balance between competing FM and
AFM contributions, which we explicitly show in the
Supplemental Material [33]. According to the theory of
superexchange [19,20,34], there is a FM superexchange
between half-filled t2g and nominally empty eg orbital on
the neighboring Cr atoms, mediated by a single Cl-3p
orbital [22,35,36]. This contribution is opposed by AFM
superexchange between two different t2g orbitals via Cl
state and also by the direct kinetic AFM exchange between
the t2g orbitals pointing towards each other. Compressive
strain on the monolayer decreases the Cr-Cr distance and
increases the orbital overlap. While it is hard to say how
superexchange paths are affected, the latter is definitely
expected to boost the AFM kinetic exchange term, which
we argue to be the main driving force for the change of sign
of Jε upon compressive strain.
From Ising to BKT.—Building on the DFT-calculated

couplings Jε and Kε, we perform large-scale QMC sim-
ulations of the S ¼ 3=2 Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) [33]. We
simulate 2D systems of N ¼ 2 × L × L spins on the
honeycomb lattice, up to N ≈ 5 × 104, and map the phase
diagram as a function of the strain ε for CrCl3, as shown in
Fig. 1(d).
For Kε < 0 (ε > −2.4%) in the EA regime, we perform a

finite-size scaling analysis of the magnetic order parameter
in order to extract the critical temperature Tc for the onset
of magnetic LRO, perfectly supporting the 2D Ising
universality class. This is exemplified in Figs. 2(a) and 2
(b) where we find the thermal melting of both FM order for
ε > −1.2%, and AFM order for ε ∈ ½−2.4%;−1.2%�, to be
precisely described by the critical exponents β ¼ 1=8 for

the order parameter, and ν ¼ 1 for the correlation length
[37], allowing for accurate extraction of Tc.
When entering the EP regime for Kε > 0 (ε < −2.4%),

there is a drastic change in the critical properties. At zero
temperature, true LRO is expected, breaking the U(1)
symmetry, but at finite temperature the MW theorem
precludes this [4,5], allowing at most for quasi-LRO in
the XY plane. This is what we observe for ε ¼ −4% in
Fig. 2(c), where the system displays a finite spin stiffness
ρsðTÞ below a transition temperature TBKT ∼ 50 K.
Another manifestation of the transition to quasi-LRO is
the onset of algebraic decay of spin correlations [33]. We
determine TBKT both from the universal relation ρsðT ¼
TBKTÞ ¼ 2TBKT=π [62], see Fig. 2(c), as well as from
critical correlations decaying with a universal exponent
η ¼ 1=4 [8,33]. Yet, strong logarithmic finite-size correc-
tions are expected for BKT transitions [8,63,64], calling
for a careful analysis. Noting T⋆ðLÞ the solution of ρsðLÞ ¼
2π=T, we extract the thermodynamic limit estimate of TBKT
through the relation [65] T⋆ðLÞ ¼ TBKT þ C=ðlnLÞ2, valid
as L → þ∞, with C a nonuniversal constant, as exe-
mplified in Fig. 2(d) for ε ¼ −4%, where we obtain
TBKT ¼ 48ð2Þ K. Several estimates are reported in
Fig. 1(d), where we observe a strong enhancement of
TBKT upon compressive strain for ε < −2.4%. This

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIG. 2. (a)–(b) Obtaining Tc (dashed vertical lines) for onset of
magnetic LRO from scaling analysis of QMC values of the order
parameter in the EA regime, using 2D Ising critical exponents
β ¼ 1=8 and ν ¼ 1. (a) Magnetization density vs temperature for
different L at ε ¼ 0% (FM Ising), with Tc ¼ 14.84ð1Þ K.
(b) Staggered magnetization density vs temperature for different
L at ε ¼ −2% (AFM Ising), with Tc ¼ 12.6ð1Þ K. (c) Finite-size
scaling analysis of QMC-computed spin stiffness ρsðLÞ at
different L in EA regime, at ε ¼ −4% (BKT Quasi-LRO).
Dashed line shows 2T=π. (d) T⋆ðLÞ extracted from (c) vs
ðlnLÞ−2 for ε ¼ −4%. TBKT ¼ 48ð2Þ K is extracted from fitting
with TBKT þ C=ðlnLÞ2 (dashed line).
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remarkable increase is not directly controlled by the
SUð2Þ → Uð1Þ symmetry breaking term Kε in the
Hamiltonian Eq. (1), but emerges from a strong non-linear
effect, as we discuss now.
Logarithmic enhancement of the critical temperature.—

The critical nature of 2D systems at low temperatures
results in a strong sensitivity to even weak anisotropies
(jKε=Jεj is typically less than ≈10−2) that nudge the system
towards a certain (quasi-)order. Thus, in line with previous
work on alternative realizations of 2D magnets [66–68], we
find a strong logarithmic enhancement of critical temper-
atures, which are controlled by the exchange Jε but also
with a singular dependence on Kε, both on the Ising and on
the BKT side for the CrCl3 monolayer, as clearly shown in
Fig. 3. Using QMC for both physical parameters at various
strains, as well as a broader range for the ratio jKεj=Jε, we
find excellent agreement with

Tc;BKT ¼ 4πJερ
ð0Þ
s

ln jJε=Kεj þ B
; ð2Þ

where ρð0Þs is the dimensionless spin stiffness of the
isotropic (Kε ¼ 0) system at zero temperature and B is a
nonuniversal constant [67,68]. A QMC estimate of the
isotropic stiffness gives a prefactor 4πρð0Þs ¼ 16ð1Þ, which
agrees well with our results displayed in Fig. 3.
Magnon-spectra of the monolayer.—Complementing

our QMC description of the equilibrium properties we
use spin-wave (SW) analysis for an N-site cluster of the
system Hamiltonian (1) to obtain predictions for the T ¼ 0
excitation spectrums of the monolayer at ε ¼ 0% (FM
phase) and ε ¼ −4% (XY order), see Fig. 1(d). In each case
we model the deviations of the spins around a classical

configuration, with the analytical procedure depending on
whether this configuration is externally proscribed or has to
be picked randomly.
For Kε < 0 (ε ¼ 0%), the ground-state configuration is

of the spins aligned out of plane in the z direction. We use
the appropriate Holstein-Primakoff (HP) transformation
[38] for mapping the magnon excitations above the ground
state onto noninteracting bosons [33]. Up to quadratic
terms and after canonical transformations, one arrives at

Ĥ
NS2

≈ −
3Jε
2

− Kε þ
3Jε
NS

X
q

½ωαðqÞα̂†qα̂q þ ωβðqÞβ̂†qβ̂q�;

ð3Þ

for approximating the magnon spectrum as the dispersion
of two distinct types of free bosons, with

ωα=βðqÞ ¼ 1þ Kε

3Jε
� jγðqÞj; ð4Þ

where γðqÞ ¼ ð1=3ÞP3
n¼1 e

iq·δn and δn-vectors as shown in
Fig. 1(a). The EA anisotropy is seen to open a gap at the
bottom of the lower β branch, which stabilizes the system
against the long-wavelength Goldstone modes that would
otherwise result in the destruction of magnetic LRO, see
Fig 4(a).
For Kε > 0 (ε ¼ −4%), when the anisotropy becomes

EP due to compressive strain, one has to pick an arbitrary
orientation in the XY plane along which the spins order; we
chose the x direction in the following. For the concrete
CrCl3 monolayer this procedure is justified by our DFT
results, which show energy differences for different in-
plane orientations to be well below the μeV level.
Application of the standard HP-approach would violate

FIG. 3. Critical temperature Tc (AFM Ising, orange) and TBKT
(BKT Quasi-LRO, green) vs jKεj=Jε. Points with explicit ε
values correspond to Kε=Jε for monolayer CrCl3 at such strain,
see Fig. 1(d). Dashed lines show fit to A=ðln jJε=Kεj þ BÞ in the
small anisotropy limit jKεj=Jε ≤ 0.1, with A and B fitting
parameters. For BKT, A ¼ 14.6ð3Þ, B ¼ 9.2ð3Þ. For AFM Ising,
A ¼ 14.1ð5Þ, B ¼ 6.5ð4Þ. Both A values are compatible with the
analytical prediction A ¼ 4πρð0Þs ¼ 16ð1Þ in Eq. (2).

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Band structure of magnons in (a) easy-axis FM and
(b) easy-plane AFM. The blue and magenta curves represent α
and β bands, respectively. Inset in panel (a) shows gap opening at
the bottom of spectrum close to Γ due to anisotropy while the one
in panel (b) displays breaking of band degeneracy close to Γ. The
Brillouin zone of the honeycomb lattice is displayed in (b), along
with the high symmetry points q ¼ a−1ε ðqx; qyÞ: Γ ¼ a−1ε ð0; 0Þ,
M ¼ a−1ε ð4π=3; 0Þ, and K ¼ a−1ε ðπ; π= ffiffiffi

3
p Þ with strain-

dependent lattice constant aε.
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the Goldstone theorem, so we use the matching of matrix-
elements (MME) technique instead [33,39,40]. As spin-
exchange dominates, we expand to the first power of
dε ¼ Kε=6JεS. This results in another magnon-
Hamiltonian structurally analogous to the one presented
in Eq. (3), but with the ground state energy replaced by
NSf−3JεSþ Kε½1 − dεð2S − 1Þ�g=2 and the dispersion
relation

ωα=βðqÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f1þ dεð2S − 1Þ½1� jγðqÞj�g2 − jγðqÞj2

q
.

ð5Þ
As shown in Fig. 4(b), the magnon spectrum now is mostly
degenerate except around the Γ point where the EP
anisotropy breaks the degeneracy, gapping the α branch
while the β branch remains linear down to q ¼ 0, thus
signaling the presence of a Nambu-Goldstone mode asso-
ciated with the breaking of the U(1) symmetry.
Discussion and outlook.—Various signatures would be

available in order to detect the transition of monolayer
CrCl3 to the BKT regime that we have shown to happen as
compressive strain is increased. The decay-behavior of an
induced spin-current as, e.g., emanating from a Pt electrode
has been proposed for this [69]. So has been the minimum
in the uniform magnetic zz susceptibility predicted to occur
for 2D EP magnets just above the BKT transition, as
opposed to the monotonous decline predicted for the xx
susceptibility [70]. In that respect, the 2D honeycomb S ¼
1 AFM compound BaNi2V2O8 [71,72] was very recently
shown to be a good candidate [73]. These susceptibilities
are practically accessible in current experiments on com-
pressed monolayers. Crucially, the monolayer of CrCl3
would not suffer from some intervening onset of 3D
magnetism which has obscured experimental studies of
the BKT regime in layered bulk magnets thus far. The sum
of the present work shows this material to be ideally
situated in parameter space in order to address the major
universality classes of 2Dmagnetism with great control and
accuracy.
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